### CNC Tooling Kits

**Nested-Based Manufacturing Tool Kit**

- **H25XAM-RC2257**: Surface Cutter for Soft/Hard Plastics, Wood Composites and MDF Laminates
  - Cutting Edge Diameter: 2-1/2
  - Cutting Edge Length: 1/2
  - Shank Diameter: 1/2
  - Overall Length: 2-1/2

- **H25XAM-12**: Surface Cutter Inserts
  - Cutting Edge Diameter: 
  - Cutting Edge Length: 
  - Shank Diameter: 
  - Overall Length: 

- **H25XAM-46172**: Compression Bit for MDF and Laminates
  - Cutting Edge Diameter: 3/8
  - Cutting Edge Length: 1-1/4
  - Shank Diameter: 3/8
  - Overall Length: 3

- **H25XAM-46349**: Downcut Spiral for Solid Wood
  - Cutting Edge Diameter: 1/4
  - Cutting Edge Length: 3/4
  - Shank Diameter: 1/4
  - Overall Length: 2-1/2

- **H25XAM-201005**: Boring Drill Bit for Soft/Hard Wood
  - Cutting Edge Diameter: 5 mm
  - Cutting Edge Length: 27 mm
  - Shank Diameter: 10 mm
  - Overall Length: 57 mm

### Solid Wood Manufacturing Tool Kit

- **H25XAM-46261**: Upcut Spiral for Solid, Hard Woods
  - Cutting Edge Diameter: 1/2
  - Cutting Edge Length: 1-1/4
  - Shank Diameter: 3/8
  - Overall Length: 3

- **H25XAM-46359**: Downcut Spiral for Solid, Hard Woods
  - Cutting Edge Diameter: 1/2
  - Cutting Edge Length: 1/2
  - Shank Diameter: 
  - Overall Length: 

- **H25XAM-46361**: Downcut Spiral for Solid, Hard Woods
  - Cutting Edge Diameter: 3/8
  - Cutting Edge Length: 1
  - Shank Diameter: 
  - Overall Length: 

- **H25XAM-46355**: Upcut Spiral for Solid, Hard Woods
  - Cutting Edge Diameter: 3/8
  - Cutting Edge Length: 3/8
  - Shank Diameter: 3/8
  - Overall Length: 2-1/2

- **H25XAM-46245**: Downcut Spiral for Solid, Hard Woods
  - Cutting Edge Diameter: 3/16
  - Cutting Edge Length: 3/4
  - Shank Diameter: 
  - Overall Length: 

- **H25XAM-46241**: Upcut Spiral for Solid, Hard Woods
  - Cutting Edge Diameter: 1/8
  - Cutting Edge Length: 1/2
  - Shank Diameter: 
  - Overall Length: 

- **H25XAM-46376**: Upcut Ball Nose for Solid, Hard Woods
  - Cutting Edge Diameter: 1/4
  - Cutting Edge Length: 
  - Shank Diameter: 
  - Overall Length: 

- **H25XAM-43820**: Straight Plunge for Solid, Hard Woods
  - Cutting Edge Diameter: 1/4
  - Cutting Edge Length: 3/4
  - Shank Diameter: 1/4
  - Overall Length: 2-1/2

* All Techno Tooling Kits come standard in a wooden case storage box.
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